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ABSTRACT
We present deep near-infrared (NIR) observations of a dense region of the
Lupus 3 cloud obtained with the European Southern Observatory’s (ESO) New
Technology Telescope (NTT) and Very Large Telescope (VLT). Using the near-
infrared color excess (NICE) method we construct a detailed high angular re-
solution dust extinction map of the cloud. The dust extinction map reveals
embedded globules, a dense filament, and a dense ring structure. We derive dust
column densities and masses for the entire cloud and for the individual struc-
tures therein. We construct radial extinction profiles for the embedded globules
and find a range of profile shapes from relatively shallow profiles for cores with
low peak extinctions, to relatively steep profiles for cores with high extinction.
Overall the profiles are similar to those of pressure truncated isothermal spheres
of varying center-to-edge density contrast. We apply Bonnor-Ebert analysis to
compare the density profiles of the embedded cores in a quantitative manner and
derive physical parameters such as temperatures, central densities, and external
1Based on observations carried out at ESO, La Silla and Paranal, Chile.
2Departamento de F´ısica da Faculdade de Cieˆncias da Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal
3Centro de F´ısica Nuclear da Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal
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pressures. We examine the stability of the cores and find that two cores are
likely stable and two are likely unstable. One of these latter cores is known to
harbor an active protostar. Finally, we discuss the relation between an emerging
cluster in the Lupus 3 cloud and the ring structure identified in our extinction
map. Assuming that the ring is the remnant of the core within which the cluster
originally formed we estimate that a star formation efficiency of approximately
30% characterized the formation of the small cluster. Our observations of the
Lupus 3 cloud suggest an intimate link between the structure of a dense core and
its state of star forming activity. The dense cores in this cloud are found to span
the entire range of evolution from a stable, starless core of modest central concen-
tration, to an unstable, star-forming core which is highly centrally concentrated,
to a significantly disrupted core from which a cluster of young stars is emerging.
Subject headings: infrared: ISM–ISM: clouds–dust, extinction–stars: formation
1. Introduction
Knowledge of the initial conditions is essential to developing a theoretical description
of the process of star formation. This is the key motivation for probing the structure of
clouds, since their density structure and the evolution of this structure to produce stars is
pivotal to the physical process of star formation. Earlier studies have shown that much can
be learned about the structure of clouds from sensitive infrared extinction measurements of
stars background to the clouds. Infrared extinction studies of filamentary clouds such as
IC 5146 (Lada et al. 1999), L 977 (Alves et al. 1998, 1999) and L 781 (Huard et al. 2005)
have indicated that such elongated clouds are characterized by well behaved radial density
profiles. Very deep near-infrared J , H , and Ks observations of isolated cores and globules
such as B 68 (Alves, Lada & Lada 2001), B 335 (Harvey et al. 2001) and Coalsack Globule
2 (Lada et al. 2004) have produced detailed maps of their structure and radial density
profiles with relatively high spatial resolution (10′′ to 15′′). Moreover, these measurements
produced exquisitely sampled radial density profiles of the globules that display qualitative
and quantitative differences in shape (steepness) and these differences appear to be correlated
with the evolutionary state of the clouds (see also Racca, Go´mez, & Kenyon 2002). These
studies have provided a detailed picture of the structure and physical conditions both in
isolated protostellar and starless (and presumably pre-protostellar) globules.
Most stars, however, form in more massive cloud complexes, in embedded clusters within
GMCs and not in isolation. Thus, it would be very useful to obtain knowledge of the structure
of such clouds in similar detail. Due to extremely high extinctions and rich embedded
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populations, it is generally not possible to obtain detailed extinction maps of massive, cluster-
forming cores even with the deepest near-infrared surveys. However, it is possible to obtain
detailed observations of certain smaller and less massive filamentary cloud complexes such
as IC 5146 and L 977 which are intermediate in their properties between isolated globules
and GMCs. These clouds typically exhibit significant structure, containing dense cores of
molecular gas that span a range in mass. These cores are capable of producing both single
stars (similar to isolated globules) and small stellar groups and poor clusters (similar to
GMCs). Unfortunately previous extinction observations of such clouds were not sensitive
enough to resolve in detail the structure of the individual cores within the clouds. Deeper
near-infrared surveys of such clouds can significantly improve on this situation. In an attempt
to meet the goal of producing deep near-infrared extinction maps of a filamentary cloud, we
have obtained a deep near-infrared survey of the highest extinction regions of Lupus 3 dark
cloud complex, a nearby star-forming cloud complex in the southern hemisphere.
The Lupus 3 complex is an active region of star formation, containing 27 PMS objects
previously identified in Hα (Schwartz 1977) and near-infrared studies (Comero´n et al. 2003)
in our surveyed area, one of which is a Herbig Ae star (The´ & Tjin A Djie 1978). An HH
object (The´ 1962; Krautter et al. 1997; Nakajima et al. 2000) is also identified in this region.
Of the 27 PMS objects, roughly 17 are concentrated in a small cluster in the western portion
of the cloud. There is no clear consensus on the distance to Lupus 3. The distances cited
in the literature range from 100 pc (Knude & Høg 1998) to 223 pc, the averaged Hipparcos
distances of the stars HR5999 and HR6000 (ESA 1997). We adopt the intermediate value
of 140 pc derived by Hughes & Hartigan (1993) for this study. The internal structure of
Lupus 3 was first discussed by Schneider & Elmegreen (1979) who listed it as GF21 in their
catalogue of clouds they classified as globular filaments. Subsequent studies have probed
its large scale structure (e.g. Andreazza & Vilas-Boas 1996). More recently, Nakajima et
al. (2003) have produced a deep near-infrared extinction map of the darkest region of the
cloud. They resolved two very dark, moderately massive cores, both with a catalogued IRAS
source, although only one shows independent evidence for star formation. These observations
suggest that it would be fruitful to produce a sensitive extinction map of a larger region of
the Lupus 3 complex.
In this paper we present results of a deep near-infrared imaging survey of the Lupus 3
complex performed with the ESO NTT and VLT telescopes. We have used the NICE method
(Lada et al. 2004) to derive precise extinctions to thousands of stars behind the complex.
This is the first time the NICE method is applied to derive extinctions for the whole Lupus 3
cloud with high spatial resolution. From this data we are able to construct detailed spatial
extinction maps of the cloud and we achieved sufficient sensitivity and angular resolution to
enable construction of the radial density profiles for some of the individual cores within the
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filamentary cloud.
We describe the observations and the data reduction techniques in § 2. The results are
presented in §3 followed by the analysis and the discussion on the evolution of the cores and
star formation in Lupus 3 in §4.
2. Observations and Data Reduction
Observations of the Lupus 3 filamentary cloud were carried out in March 2000 using the
SofI camera at European Southern Observatory’s (ESO) New Technology Telescope (NTT)
in La Silla, Chile. SofI is equipped with a 1024×1024 pixel Hawaii HgCdTe array. The image
scale of the array is 0.295′′ per pixel, giving a field of view of ∼ 5′×5′. We obtained 12 frames
both in the H–band and Ks–band filters and 3 of those frames were also observed with the
J–band filter to better analyze star formation in those regions. Total integration times at
J , H , and Ks for each frame is 300 s, 500 s, and, 180 s, respectively. The frame that contains
the cluster was observed for 300 s in all three filter bands. The survey area extends from
16h07m36s to 16h10m43.2s, and from -39◦15′00′′ to -38◦57′36′′, as shown in Figure 1. This
area corresponds to the dark filaments of Lupus 3, as well as the associated cluster, so that
we would have areas with and without star formation in our survey. A control field was also
observed 18′ north of the Lupus 3 cluster in J , H , and Ks with total integration times are
90 s, for each filter band. For two regions that are heavily extincted, and as such were not
penetrated by the deep NTT observations, deeper observations were taken in July 2000 using
ISAAC on ESO’s Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Paranal, Chile in H and Ks–bands. ISAAC
is also equipped with a Hawaii 1024×1024 pixel HgCdTe array, having a pixel scale of 0.148′′
per pixel and giving a field of view of 2.5′×2.5′. Integration times at H and Ks for each frame
is 3600 s and 1800 s, respectively. After dark subtracting and dividing by the flat-field, we
corrected for crosstalk and linearity before combining the images for each field and band. The
individual dithered images were reduced with an external IRAF1 package named DIMSUM
(Deep Infrared Mosaicing Software) that performs a very good sky-subtraction in two passes,
producing a final image that has very low background noise. Source extraction photometry
was then performed on the final images using the FLAMINGOS PinkPhot pipeline2 which
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation.
2this work was supported in part by NSF grants, AST97-3367 and AST02-02976 to the University of
Florida
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does automated PSF fitting photometry. Photometric calibration was done using 2MASS
photometry to determine zero points. Astrometry was also calibrated with 2MASS and has
an average uncertainty of 0.14′′. The final FWHM of point sources in the final images is
summarized in Table 1 along with the number of stars per field in each band and completeness
limits.
3. Results
3.1. The Dust Extinction Map
We use the NICE method (Lada et al. 1994) to derive extinctions from the individual
measured color excesses of extincted stars in the target field. Briefly, the color excess is given
by:
E(H −Ks) = (H −Ks)observed − (H −Ks)intrinsic (1)
where (H − Ks)intrinsic is the intrinsic color of the background stars which is derived from
averaging the (H−Ks) colors of stars in a control field. The control field was observed using
the NTT in the J , H , and Ks filter bands. It is located 18
′ north of the Lupus 3 cluster and
at the same galactic latitude. The average (H − Ks) colors of stars in the control field is
calculated to be 0.19± 0.11 magnitudes. Nakajima et al. (2003) derives < (H−Ks) >= 0.15
magnitudes for a reference field 29′ west of the Lupus 3 cluster. The difference in the color
excesses derived using these two values corresponds to 0.04 magnitudes, which is less than
our statistical uncertainty in the color of our control field.
We convert color excesses to equivalent visual extinction adopting a reddening law from
Rieke & Lebofsky (1985):
AV = 15.93E(H −Ks) (2)
The Nyquist (1928) sampled dust extinction map derived from our NTT and VLT
observations, shown in Figure 2, was built by averaging the (H − Ks) colors of the stars
within a gaussian spatial filter with a FWHM of 30′′ and at 15′′ intervals. For a few dense
regions where the deep NTT observations were not able to detect background stars through
the cloud we have obtained additional VLT observations3 Nonetheless with 30′′ resolution,
there are still regions where the extinction is high enough to create empty pixels in the map,
3We note that even though the VLT observations are deeper than the NTT observations, we only detect
the intrinsically brighter sources of the VLT field because the stars are highly reddened. The background
stars detected in the reddened VLT field are therefore similar to those in the unreddened NTT control field,
making the latter appropriate to use for estimating intrinsic stellar colors of the stars in the VLT field.
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i.e, locations where no background stars are observed within a resolution element. In these
cases we averaged the values of neighboring pixels to derive a lower limit to the extinction.
To filter out foreground stars which would lower the true extinction in the map, we use a
filter that excludes a star with an Av less than 2 magnitudes within a pixel of average Av ≥
10 magnitudes. In this way we have found an average foreground stellar density of 0.4 stars
per pixel. For regions of lower extinction we have many stars in a given pixel so foreground
stars do not contribute significantly to the final averaged value. As an example, for a level
of extinction of 6 magnitudes we find a mean number of 15 stars within a beam.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the bordering regions of our NTT survey have extinctions
greater than 8 magnitudes. To present the reader with a better idea of the lower extinction
regions of the Lupus 3 cloud, we applied the NICE method to build a 2MASS dust extinction
map, shown in Figure 3. To avoid a large number of holes in the map, we used a 2′ square
beam, spatially sampled every 1′. For reference we place the contour of 6 magnitudes of
extinction (dashed line) which clearly outlines the denser part of Lupus 3. Our NIR NTT
and VLT data are located within the rectangle drawn in a solid line in this figure.
From our high resolution dust extinction map, shown in Figure 2, we can resolve several
cores, and label the most prominent with letters A to H. Our criteria for selecting a core
consists of finding extinction peaks with AV > 8 magnitudes and at least 3 closed contours
spaced by intervals of 2 magnitudes. The five most circular cores (A, B, C, D and H) are
analyzed in this paper. There is a narrow filament that connects core A to core E and
perhaps F. The filament seems to have in it two small elongated embedded cores that we
shall not discuss here. The western end of this filament extends into core F, and beyond F
we detect a structure that appears to be a ring of dust that borders a young cluster of PMS
stars. Finally at the westernmost edge of the cloud there two lower density structures (G
and H). The cores we selected (A, B, C, D and H) are also seen in the 2MASS map of Figure
3.
3.2. Masses
We determine the gas column density for each pixel in the dust extinction map, assuming
here the standard gas-to-dust ratio (NH = 1.9 × 1021AV cm−2, Lilley 1955; Jenkins & Sa-
vage 1974; Bohlin, Savage, & Drake 1978) is also valid for the Lupus 3 molecular cloud. To
calculate the total mass of the material within our surveyed region of Lupus 3 we constructed
a Nyquist sampled dust extinction map with square pixels, and integrated the extinction over
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the map:
M = 2.2× 10−3
(
beamsize
30′′
)2(
d
140
)2 n∑
i
AV (i) (M⊙) (3)
The mass calculated for the whole Lupus 3 cloud from our NTT and VLT data is
84.7± 0.8M⊙. The error stated refers to the statistical uncertainty in the mass calcula-
tion, however, there are also systematic uncertainties present, for example the choice of map
resolution in the mass calculation. To estimate this contribution, we calculated the mass for
resolutions ranging from 30′′ to 70′′. For the highest resolution maps, we have empty pixels
and therefore underestimate the mass, for example, we derive 80.8M⊙ for the 30
′′ map. As
we decrease the resolution, the empty pixels get filled in and the mass calculated increases.
We find a maximum of 84.7M⊙ for the 50
′′ map. As we continue to decrease the resolution,
the derived mass slowly begins to decrease because we are diluting the contribution from the
highest density regions with neighboring lower density regions, e.g. for the 70′′ map we get
84.2M⊙. This systematic uncertainty thus corresponds to 3.9M⊙ or 5% of the total mass
calculated. Of course the largest source of systematic uncertainty is due to the uncertainty
of the distance to the cloud (∼ 50%). We have additionally calculated a mass of 194.2M⊙ for
the area of the 2MASS dust extinction map, shown in Figure 3, that has AV > 2 magnitudes.
We calculate the masses of the individual cores embedded in the cloud in two ways from
the NTT/VLT data. First, we use Equation 3 to derive the total line of sight mass to each
core. Second, we subtract a local plateau value between 4 - 9 magnitudes (see Table 2 for
the exact plateau levels for each core) from each pixel to account for the fact that the cores
are embedded in a global filamentary structure and we wish to determine the mass of the
cores by accounting for the contribution of the underlying filament. For this case, we use:
M = 2.2× 10−3
(
beamsize
30′′
)2(
d
140
)2 n∑
i
(AV (i)− AVbase) (M⊙) (4)
where AVbase is the plateau and AV (i) ≥AVbase .
The masses estimated for the whole Lupus 3 cloud and the individual structures therein
are given in Table 2, as well as the value for the plateau used to account for the contribution
of the filamentary cloud to each core. In this table we also include the Jeans mass for
each core, MJ = 17 T
3/2 n¯−1/2M⊙, which we calculate from the average number density, n¯,
given by n¯ = 3M/(4µmH pi R
3), where M is the adjusted core mass (after subtraction of an
appropriate plateau level of extinction), µ is the mean atomic weight per H atom, 1.36, and
mH is the H atomic mass. We also assume a temperature, T , of 10K. The radius, R, used in
this calculation is obtained from a radial profile fitting as explained below in Section § 3.3.
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Masses for the cloud also have been estimated by previous observers from CO obser-
vations (e.g. Murphy, Cohen, & May 1986; Hara et al. 1999; Vilas-Boas et al. 2000). Hara
et al. (1999), from their C18O observations, find a mass of 26M⊙ for their core 27 which
would correspond roughly to our cores C, D, E, F and the ring. For the whole C18O-emitting
region of Lupus 3 they calculate a mass of 105M⊙ which includes part of the cloud that lies
to the northeast of our surveyed area (seen in our 2MASS extinction map in Figure 3). The
observations reported in this paper are consistent with the previous work mentioned, even
considering that the area surveyed by CO observations is usually bigger, the resolution is
lower and affects of uncertain chemistry (e.g. depletion) may lead to over- or underestimates
of the mass.
3.3. Radial Density Profiles of the Cores
To study the selected cores (A, B, C, D, and H) we build individual dust extinction
maps for each of them, with a higher resolution where possible. These zoomed in maps help
us determine the location of the peak extinction of the core which we use as the center to
build an averaged radial extinction profile. The profiles are built by constructing Nyquist
sampled concentric circular 10′′ bins. We now briefly describe the dust extinction map and
radial profile for each core.
The left panel of Figure 4 shows a 20′′ resolution dust extinction map for core A.
The contours range from 6 to 25 magnitudes of visual extinction and the thicker contour
corresponds to 8 magnitudes. There is no well defined boundary of the core, except for the
denser region where the extinction is greater than 12 magnitudes. The right panel shows the
corresponding extinction radial profile for core A. The position of the central condensation
in the map is used as the center of the profile, which peaks at 27 magnitudes. The profile
drops until it reaches a relatively constant level of 8 magnitudes. We define the radius of
the core as the distance for which the profile reaches a constant level or plateau. Core A has
then a radius of 100′′. The solid line overplotted corresponds to a Bonnor-Ebert fit that will
be discussed in §4.
Figure 5 shows the extinction map and radial profile for Core B. The 20′′ resolution
dust extinction map (here contours range from 5 to 17 magnitudes and the thicker contour
corresponds to 7 magnitudes) shows that core B is more isolated than core A with a small
low extinction “arm” on the east. The central part of the core appears to break into two
peaks. Care should be taken in interpreting this because the densest region has fewer stars
in each pixel of the map (small number statistics) and the central division occurs where no
background stars are present. This core has a better defined boundary than core A, however
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it is still not clear from the map what the exact size of the core is. As before, we use the
extinction radial profile to determine the radius of the core. Choosing the radius of the core
from the profile is a process that also has uncertainties (related to the adopted value of the
background level, which is not unambiguous) though less than than those resulting from
using the map. The profile peaks at 16.8 magnitudes and falls until it reaches a constant
value of 7 magnitudes. We choose a radius of 100′′ for core B.
Figure 6 shows a 30′′ resolution dust extinction map for cores C (West) and D (East).
The contours range from 6 to 45 magnitudes and the thicker contour corresponds to 9
magnitudes of extinction. These are two very dense cores that are similar to each other in
shape, although core D has higher peak extinction. Core D contains an HH object, HH78,
that is a telltale sign of a young stellar object driving an outflow and beginning to clear out
surrounding dust. Core C is not known to harbor any young stellar object or HH object.
These two cores appear to be connected by a “bridge” of gas and dust at a level of 24
magnitudes of extinction. The crosses denote the location of the peak extinctions. Figure
7 shows the respective profiles for these cores. The peak extinction measured of core C is
38 magnitudes, while it is 42 magnitudes for core D. Both profiles drop until they reach a
plateau of 9 magnitudes, giving them the same radii of 135′′.
The left panel of Figure 8 shows a 20′′ resolution dust extinction map of core H. The
contours range from 4 to 16 magnitudes. This is a small core, compared to the other cores
described above. It shows some asymmetry, having a tail that points towards the cluster
and is more structured than the other cores. The right panel of this figure shows the radial
extinction profile. The peak extinction is measured to be 19.5 magnitudes and the profile
gives a radius of 80′′.
Figure 9 shows both a zoomed-in dust extinction map of the ring we identified and its
radial profile. The contours range from 4 to 45 magnitudes of equivalent visual extinction.
We have overplotted known Hα stars to locate the cluster. The peak extinction of the radial
profile is 15.5 magnitudes at a radius of 140′′ which corresponds to 0.11 pc at the distance
assumed for Lupus 3. The extinction at the center of the ring is approximately 4 magnitudes.
It is interesting to note that the sizes of the cores, particularly core C and D, and the ring
are very similar.
To compare the density profiles of the cores, we overplot them in the left panel of Figure
10. The profiles clearly have different shapes, peak extinctions and, plateau levels. In Figure
10 we compare the normalized radial profiles for the different cores. The normalized profiles
appear to behave like those of Bonnor-Ebert spheres therefore we proceed to analyze them
with this theoretical model.
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4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1. Physical Properties of the cores
Bonnor-Ebert spheres are self-gravitating, pressure truncated, isothermal spheres in
hydrostatic equilibrium, described by the following equation:
1
ξ2
· d
dξ
(
ξ2
dψ
dξ
)
= e−ψ (5)
where ξ = (r/a)
√
4piρcG is the dimensionless radial parameter, a =
√
kT/(µmH) is the
isothermal sound speed, k is the Boltzmann constant, ρc is the volume density at the origin,
and ψ(ξ) = −ln(ρ/ρc). The usual boundary conditions are:
ψ(0) = 0 (6)
dψ(0)
dξ
= 0 (7)
The parameter that characterizes the solution to Equation 5 is ξmax, the value of ξ at the
outer boundary. The Bonner-Ebert fit to the profile of each core is shown in the individual
profiles (Figures 4 to 8). These fits were obtained by choosing the Bonnor-Ebert solution
to Equation 5 with the smallest reduced χ2 (e.g. Lada et al. 2004; Huard et al. 2005). The
values of ξmax derived are uncertain due to structure in the foreground/background extinction
(i.e., plateau level). This situation complicates the precise determination of the radii of the
cores. Moreover, our cores are somewhat elongated or flattened and not strictly circular.
Nonetheless it is still illustrative to derive basic physical parameters from these fits. Derived
quantities from the Bonnor-Ebert fits to the empirical curves are summarized in Table 3.
Following the procedure described in §3.2 for determining the mass of the individual cores,
the peak extinction for the BE fitting, AV (max), is also corrected for background/foreground
extinction. This peak extinction, together with the radius, R, and ξmax are used to calculate
the Bonnor-Ebert temperature:
TBE =
RAV (max)
κ(ξmax) (108 ξmax)2
(K) (8)
where
κ(ξmax) = 2
∫ 1
0
ρ(r)
ρc
d
(
ξ
ξmax
)
(9)
is the dimensionless column density (see Lada et al. 2004). The central density is given by:
ρc =
1
4piG
(
a ξmax
R
)2
(10)
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where the central number density, nc, is simply ρc/(µmH). We use the value of 2.34 for the
mean molecular weight µ after correcting for heavy elements (Allen 1973). The external
pressure of each core is calculated by (Spitzer 1968):
Pext = a
2 ρc e
−ψ(ξmax) (11)
This corresponds to the pressure the surrounding cloud material exerts on the individual
cores, confining them to their present sizes. The calculated results show that cores A, B
and C have the same external gas pressures within a factor of 2. The external pressure
derived for core D is considerably larger then the value for the previous cores (see Table 3).
This suggests that core D may not be in equilibrium and that the Bonnor-Ebert condition
may break down in this case. The overall external pressure for the cores ranges from 0.7
to 4.0× 10−12 Pa, or equivalently Pext/k ranges from 5.0 to 29.0× 104 (cm−3K). This likely
reflects the internal inter-core pressure within the Lupus 3 cloud. We note that if this pressure
originates in a turbulent envelope around the cores, the pressure is given by ρV 2, where ρ is
the density and V is the turbulent gas velocity. Gas in such an envelope would be expected
to have a linewidth of ∆VFWHM = (2.35/
√
3)V . For example, densities characteristic of 12CO
emission (n=100 cm−3) would produce an observed linewidth of approximately 2.6 km s−1,
whereas for densities characteristic of 13CO emission (n=1000 cm−3), we predict a linewidth
of 0.8 km s−1. Observations of this area by Thomas Dame (private communication) with
the CfA 1.2m telescope give a linewidth in 12CO of 2.8 km s−1, and 13CO observations by
Vilas-Boas et al. (2000) give a linewidth of 1.1 km s−1, which both agree very well with our
predictions.
From the Bonnor-Ebert fitting we are also able to calculate the Bonnor-Ebert mass of
the cores, using the following equation (Spitzer 1968):
MBE =
1√
4piρc
(
kT
µmHG
)3/2
ξ2
du
dξ
(12)
These masses are similar to what we derive from integrating the dust column density in each
core and are summarized in the last column of Table 3.
It may not be strictly valid to use the Bonnor-Ebert sphere model for the analysis of
the embedded cores in Lupus 3, since these appear more elongated than spherical in shape.
Nonetheless, the application of this model is extremely useful for it allows us to compare
quantitatively the physical parameters of the cores.
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4.2. Core Evolution and Star Formation
The parameter ξmax is related to the center-to-edge density contrast, ρc/ρe (ρe = ρ(R)),
in a pressure truncated isothermal sphere. For small values of ξmax, the center-to-edge density
contrast is smaller than for large values of ξmax. The larger value of ξmax, the steeper a radial
profiles appears. Bonnor (1956) and Ebert (1955) analyzed the stability of Bonnor-Ebert
spheres and showed that values of ξmax > 6.5 correspond to unstable equilibria. Thus, for
objects which are true Bonnor-Ebert equilibrium configurations, ξmax may be related to the
evolutionary state of a Bonnor-Ebert cloud. High values of ξmax and steeply rising density
profiles would presumably correspond to unstable regions undergoing star formation while
small ξmax and relatively shallow density gradients would correspond to stable or perhaps
pre-star forming cores.
Indeed, the shapes of extinction derived radial profiles of a few well known globules
appear to support this idea. For example, fits of Bonnor-Ebert curves to the radial profiles
of the starless cores B 68 (Alves, Lada & Lada 2001) and Coalsack G2 (Racca, Go´mez, &
Kenyon 2002; Lada et al. 2004) produce values of ξmax between 5 - 6.7, while a fit to the
extinction profile of protostellar core B 355 yields a ξmax of 12.5± 2.6 (Harvey et al. 2001).
Even though these objects may not be pure Bonnor-Ebert spheres, their density structure
appears to be correlated with their status as starless or star-forming cores and is traced by
their fitted value of ξmax.
Figure 11 shows how ξmax scales with the density contrast for Bonnor-Ebert spheres
4.
On the diagram is plotted a vertical line that corresponds to the stability threshold for
true Bonnor-Ebert equilibrium configurations (i.e., ξmax=6.5). We also plot on this diagram
the locations of the 3 well known globules mentioned previously: Coalsack G2, Barnard 68
and Barnard 335. The comparison between these 3 globules clearly illustrates how their
evolutionary status is related to the ξmax parameter: the more evolved cores have higher
density contrasts and higher values of ξmax. We also plot on this diagram the location of the
cores in Lupus 3 analyzed here. From this plot we are able to draw some general conclusions
concerning their relative stability: cores A and B are likely stable and cores D and C are
likely unstable, if only thermal support is considered. From this diagram we would also
classify core H as being unstable. The stability threshold plotted on this diagram may
not necessarily be meaningful for these cores for they may not be bona-fide Bonnor-Ebert
spheres dominated primarily by thermal pressure. Nonetheless, regarding their evolutionary
4see also the unpublished result presented by Kandori et al. at the conference Cores, Disks, Jets &
Outflows in Low & High Mass Star Forming Environments: Observations, Theory and Simulations Banff,
Canada, 2004 (http://www.ism.ucalgary.ca/meetings/banff/posters/kandori.pdf)
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status, cores A and B appear to be the least evolved cores, while cores C and D have the
characteristics of being the most evolved cores.
An independent assessment of the stability of these cores can be obtained by determining
their Jeans masses. We derive the Jeans mass of the cores and compare them to the masses
calculated from the dust extinction map (see §3.2). The ratios between these two values are
summarized in Table 2, which suggests that cores A, B, and H are Jeans stable, while cores
C and D are Jeans unstable. This is consistent with the locations of the cores in Figure 11
and the Bonnor-Ebert analysis, with the exception of core H. We conclude therefore that
cores A and B are likely stable, while cores C and D are likely unstable. The status of the
stability of core H is not clear given our present data. The conclusions reached regarding
the stability of the cores (from either the Bonnor-Ebert or from the Jeans analysis) assume
only thermal support against gravitational collapse. C18O observations by Vilas-Boas et
al. (2000) reveal a relatively narrow linewidth (0.41 km s−1) for core D. We calculate the
ratio of thermal to nonthermal pressure of the core for a range in isothermal sounds speeds
corresponding to temperatures between 10 (a temperature typical of starless cores) to 32.8K
(the Bonnor-Ebert temperature derived for core D). This gives us a range in this ratio of
0.56 to 1.85 which indicates that thermal pressure is a significant source of support.
Further examination of the evolutionary status of the Lupus 3 cores requires a census of
star forming activity within the cloud. To pursue this we have searched the literature as well
as existing IRAS and Spitzer data. Cores A and B have no IRAS sources catalogued, and
inspection of the Spitzer images from the data publicly available from the Cores to Disks
Spitzer Legacy Program (Evans et al. 2003) shows no MIPS sources detected, hence we
conclude that cores A and B are likely starless cores. There is an IRAS source located in the
filament, IRAS 16067-3902, (see Figure 2) and in core C, IRAS 16063-3856, however, these
sources have only upper limits to fluxes in all the bands and inspection of the images do not
show convincing proof for point source detection so these detections could be spurious. We
therefore assume core C, as well as the filament that connects core A to core E, are starless.
Further Spitzer observations may clarify this issue since core C may be already collapsing
and entering a star-forming state (see Figure 11). There is evidence for star formation in
core D: although the previously known Herbig-Haro object HH78 (Reipurth & Graham
1988) is not detected in our images, we clearly see in our VLT H− and Ks-band images of
core D an elongated source in the southeast which we believe is evidence of a jet associated
with HH78 and nebulosity in the northeast that would correspond to a cavity around a
counter-jet (Figure 12). There is an IRAS source catalogued for this core, IRAS16059-3857,
however, detections for this source are marginal given that the cloud is very bright at the
longer wavelengths and inspection of the IRAS images does not confirm the presence of a
point source. Nonetheless we estimate the bolometric luminosity for this source following
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Casoli et al. (1986) and get an upper limit of L< 0.4 L⊙.
As mentioned before in §3.3, we note that there is a concentration of Hα stars (Schwartz
1977) near the dust ring structure, corresponding to the cluster that surrounds the HAe
star HR5999. Assuming that the stars in the cluster formed with a 1-D velocity dispersion,
σV = 1.9 km s
−1, typical of that characterized by C18O observations of this region (Vilas-Boas
et al. 2000), then in 0.5Myr (the estimated age of HR5999) the cluster members would have
traveled 0.08 pc from their place of origin. In Figure 9 we overplot, on the dust extinction
map of the ring, Hα stars from Schwartz (1977). They are concentrated within the ring with
only a slight spatial offset between them and the ring center. If we assume that the dust
ring corresponds to disrupted material that comprised the original dense core that produced
the cluster, we can estimate the star formation efficiency that characterized the formation
of the cluster. We estimate a total stellar mass of 11.5 M⊙ and thus a star formation
efficiency of 30% for this part of Lupus 3. This is an upper limit since star formation,
especially that of HR5999 and HR6000, would have ejected mass from the original core in
which they formed by their energetic outflows and it is difficult to estimate how much of this
mass was indeed ejected from the parental core. If we were to assume that the efficiency
of the parental core was 10% then that would mean that ∼ 100M⊙ has been ejected from
the core. There is a lot of mass surrounding the remaining denser cores and filament of
Lupus 3, ∼ 200M⊙ as calculated by Andreazza & Vilas-Boas (1996), so we cannot exclude
the scenario of a considerable amount of mass being expelled into the surrounding region
by the star formation in the cluster parental core. This cluster is likely not gravitationally
bound so we expect it to continue to expand and disperse into the surrounding region and
contribute to the population of the halo of low-mass stars in the Lupus complex (Krautter
1991; Tachihara et al. 2001).
Overall, there is a spatial gradient of the peak AV and the peak density of the cores,
increasing from east to west. The direction of this gradient coincides with the gradient of
the evolutionary phases of the cores (see Figure 11): the cores on the easternmost side seem
less evolved than those of the westernmost side of Lupus 3. There is also a cluster in what
seems to be the remnants of a disrupted massive core on the westernmost side. We interpret
this scenario as a sequence of pre-stellar to stellar to post-stellar cores within Lupus 3. If the
cores are coeval, as seems likely since all are embedded in the same filamentary cloud, then
the core evolution and star formation have proceeded more rapidly for the most massive
cores, (i.e., C and D). This leaves open the question of whether the lower mass cores (e.g.
A and B) will ultimately evolve to form stars or remain relatively stable until disrupted by
other star forming activity in the cloud.
Finally, we note that the cores discussed here are embedded in a filamentary structure
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and thus have sufficient external pressure to confine them. This raises some interesting
questions. Were one of these cores, B for example, to eventually pinch off the filament as the
cloud evolves or disrupts, would it maintain its current shape? In such a situation the core
could either expand until it reaches a stable, confined configuration or it may dissolve into
the medium if the pressure is too low. Also, if it were to eventually expand until it reached
equilibrium, would it become more spherical? Are the elongated shapes often observed for
Bok globules a telltale sign that they were once embedded in filamentary clouds such as
Lupus 3?
5. Summary and conclusions
We have performed a deep near-infrared imaging survey of a large portion of the Lupus 3
dark cloud complex. We have measured the infrared colors and derived extinctions to more
than 13,000 stars background to the cloud. We use these data to construct a detailed dust
extinction map of the region and examine the structure of the cloud. We briefly summarize
the main results of this paper as follows:
1. Integrating the column density over the map we find the mass of the cloud to be
84.7[d(pc)/140]2± 3.9[d(pc)/140]2M⊙ within the surveyed region.
2. Our observations resolve several embedded cores with different sizes and peak extinc-
tions within the Lupus 3 cloud. The masses of the cores range from approximately 1
to 8M⊙.
3. We construct radial column density profiles of the individual cores and fit Bonnor-Ebert
profiles to each one. This enables us to estimate certain physical parameters (e.g.
central density, external pressure and center-to-edge density contrast) and compare
how these vary between cores. We analyze the stability of the cores with both a Jeans
and Bonnor-Ebert criteria. Two low extinction and low mass cores (A and B) in the
easternmost part of the cloud appear to be relatively stable. Both cores also appear
to be starless. Two more massive and higher extinction cores (C and D) in the central
region of the cloud appear to be gravitationally unstable and one of these contains an
active protostar.
4. Overall, there is a gradient from East to West in the peak extinction, which increases
towards areas of ongoing and recent star-formation. This corresponds to a gradient
in star forming activity of the cloud, from starless/pre-stellar cores in the easternmost
part of the cloud, to cores with recent and ongoing star formation in the westernmost
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part of the cloud, including a likely remnant of a core that harbors a small revealed
cluster.
5. From the dust extinction map we also identify a structure in the form of a ring at the
westernmost edge of the cloud. A small revealed cluster of the young stellar objects
is found projected within the ring, near its northernmost border. We suggest that the
ring is the remnant of a dense core within which the small stellar cluster was originally
formed. A star forming efficiency for this cluster forming core is estimated to have
been ≤ 30%, which is consistent with the typical values found by Lada & Lada (2003)
for nearby embedded clusters. The further expansion of this emerging cluster will
contribute to the halo of low-mass stars surrounding the Lupus clouds.
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Fig. 1.— Optical image of the Lupus 3 molecular cloud obtained from the blue Digitized
Sky Survey, POSS2. Our NTT surveyed area is marked by the bigger boxes while the two
regions imaged with VLT are shown in smaller boxes.
Fig. 2.— Dust extinction map of the Lupus 3 cloud constructed from deep NTT observations
and using a Nyquist sampled gaussian spatial filter with 40′′ FWHM (color version available
in the electronic publication). Cores and filaments discussed in the text are labeled. The (0,0)
position is (16h09m18.8s,-39◦04′48.7′′)(J2000). The extinction contours start at 8 magnitudes
of visual extinction, increasing in steps of 2 until 20 and then in steps of 5 until 40 magnitudes.
The stars mark the positions of Hα stars from Schwartz (1977) and the plus signs represent
catalogued IRAS sources (see text for details).
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Fig. 3.— Near-infrared dust extinction map built using a 2′ square filter, Nyquist sampled,
and 2MASS data of the Lupus 3 region. The dashed lines corresponds to a level of AV of
6 magnitudes, the stars mark the positions of Hα stars from Schwartz (1977), and the plus
signs represent catalogued IRAS sources.
Fig. 4.— left 20′′ resolution dust extinction map of core A, embedded in the Lupus cloud.
The contours range from 6 to 25 magnitudes in steps of one magnitude of visual extinction,
the thicker contour corresponds to 8 magnitudes (color version available in the electronic
publication); right Extinction radial profile of core A, 10′′ resolution, Nyquist sampled. The
overplotted line corresponds to a Bonnor-Ebert fit, discussed in § 4.1.
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Fig. 5.— left 20′′ resolution dust extinction map of core B, embedded in the Lupus cloud.
The contours range from 5 to 17 magnitudes in steps of one magnitude of visual extinction,
the thicker contour corresponds to 7 magnitudes (color version available in the electronic
publication); right Extinction radial profile of core B, 10′′ resolution, Nyquist sampled. The
overplotted line corresponds to a Bonnor-Ebert fit, discussed in § 4.1.
Fig. 6.— 30′′ resolution map of cores C and D. The contours range from 6 to 10 magnitudes
in steps of 1 magnitude, to 40 in steps of 2 magnitudes and to 45 in a step of 5 magnitudes.
The thicker contour corresponds to 9 magnitudes (color version available in the electronic
publication).
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Fig. 7.— Nyquist sampled radial extinction profiles of core C, 10′′ resolution (left panel)
and core D, of lower resolution, 15′′ (right panel). The overplotted lines corresponds to
Bonnor-Ebert fits, discussed in § 4.1
Fig. 8.— left Nyquist sampled 20′′ resolution dust extinction map of core H. The contours
range from 4 to 16 magnitudes in steps of 1 magnitude (color version available in the elec-
tronic publication); right Nyquist sampled radial extinction profile of core H. The solid line
corresponds to a Bonnor-Ebert fit as discussed in § 4.1
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Fig. 9.— left : Dust extinction map of the ring structure surrounding the Lupus 3 cluster.
The stars mark the position of Hα stars (Schwartz 1977). The contours range from 4 to
20 magnitudes in steps of 2 magnitudes of visual extinction and then to 45 in steps of 5
magnitudes of visual extinction (color version available in the electronic publication); right :
Radial dust extinction profile of the ring structure bordering the Lupus 3 cluster, at 10′′
resolution, and Nyquist sampled.
Fig. 10.— Left : Comparison of the empirical extinction profiles of all the cores analyzed.
right : Normalized empirical extinction radial profiles of the cores.
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Fig. 11.— Comparison of three different globules of known evolutionary stages (open sym-
bols), Coalsack G2, Barnard 68 and Barnard 335. The dotted line is the Bonnor-Ebert
relation between the center-to-edge density contrast and the parameter ξmax. We also plot
the Lupus 3 cores (solid symbol). The vertical dashed line corresponds to the Bonnor-Ebert
critical sphere. For values of ξmax less than this the core is likely stable, for greater values
that are close to 6.5 the core is assumed to marginally stable, while for values much greater
than 6.5 the cores are considered to be unstable if only thermal support is available. The
two bars denote the uncertainty in ξmax for core C which is representative of the typical error
in ξmax for the other cores.
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Fig. 12.— Gray scale composite H-band and Ks-band VLT image of the central core C in
Lupus 3. We detect an elongated source at (α,δ)J2000=(16
h9m18s,-39◦4′55′′) that could be a
jet that created the HH78 object (Reipurth & Graham 1988), located 1′ to the west. We
do not detect HH78 in our wider FOV image from NTT. The other faint nebulosity, located
42′′ North-East of the elongated source, may be the outblown cavity around an invisible
counter-jet.
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Table 1. Statistics of the observations.
Field position Number of starsa Completeness limit (mag.) FWHM(
′′)
α (J2000)b δ (J2000)c J H Ks J H Ks J H Ks
NTT-1 16 07 49 -39 11 15 · · · 2124 1470 · · · 18.75 18.25 · · · 0.9 0.8
NTT-2 16 08 11 -39 09 02 · · · 1590 1207 · · · 18.75 18.25 · · · 1.0 0.9
NTT-3 16 08 34 -39 05 59 1143 1571 449 19.75 19.25 18.75 0.7 0.7 0.6
NTT-4 16 08 56 -39 03 21 · · · 2420 1678 · · · 18.75 18.75 · · · 0.8 0.8
NTT-5 16 08 55 -39 08 08 · · · 1176 951 · · · 18.50 18.25 · · · 1.1 0.9
NTT-6 16 09 22 -39 03 21 1567 1739 1363 20.25 19.25 18.75 0.6 0.8 0.7
NTT-7 16 09 22 -39 08 08 · · · 1401 1070 · · · 18.75 18.25 · · · 1.0 0.9
NTT-8 16 09 47 -39 03 21 · · · 1951 1406 · · · 18.75 18.25 · · · 0.8 0.8
NTT-9 16 09 47 -39 08 07 1613 1704 1394 19.25 19.25 18.75 0.7 0.8 0.7
NTT-10 16 10 09 -39 03 25 · · · 2151 1648 · · · 19.25 18.75 · · · 0.7 0.7
NTT-11 16 10 06 -39 11 28 · · · 2492 1774 · · · 18.75 18.75 · · · 0.6 0.6
NTT-12 16 10 31 -39 10 48 · · · 1283 925 · · · 18.75 18.25 · · · 0.8 0.9
control 16 08 18 -38 49 15 2440 2339 1626 18.25 18.25 18.25 0.7 0.7 0.7
VLT-1 16 09 20 -39 05 00 · · · 231 472 · · · 21.25 19.75 · · · 0.6 0.4
VLT-2 16 10 05 -39 10 43 · · · 775 922 · · · 21.25 19.75 · · · 0.6 0.5
awith photometric error < 0.10 magnitudes
bgiven in hours, minutes, and seconds
cgiven in degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds
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Table 2. Masses calculated for Lupus 3 and individual structures therein.
Region Plateau Massa Massb n¯a n¯b MJ
b M/MJ
(magnitudes) (M⊙) (104 cm−3) (104 cm−3) (104 cm−3) (M⊙)
Core A 8 3.3 1.2 5.5 2.1 3.7 0.3
Core B 7 4.3 1.3 6.0 1.8 4.0 0.3
Core C 9 10.4 4.9 7.8 3.6 2.8 1.8
Core D 6 13.4 8.5 6.5 4.1 2.6 3.2
Core H 4 2.3 0.9 6.2 2.4 3.4 0.3
Ring · · · 25 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lupus3 cloud · · · 84.7 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ano plateau subtraction.
bwith plateau subtraction.
Note. — The masses calculated assume a distance of 140 pc to Lupus 3. If the reader chooses to compare these
results for another distance it suffices to multiply these masses by
[
d(pc)
140
]2
.
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Table 3. Derived properties from Bonnor-Ebert fitting.
Core AV (max)
a R ξmax TBE nc Pext/k MBE
(magnitudes) (pc) (K) (104 cm−3) (104 cm−3 K) (M⊙)
A 16.3 0.07 6.7 9.5 10.6 5.8 1.3
B 12.2 0.07 5.8 9.0 5.9 5.0 1.2
C 33.5 0.09 8.7 18.5 20.7 10.9 3.3
D 40.2 0.10 7.5 30.6 18.8 29.0 6.4
H 15.4 0.06 10.6 4.5 17.2 1.5 0.5
aMaximum visual extinction given by the Bonnor-Ebert fit
